Expand your horizons. Bit by bit.

The choice is yours. There’s a big selection of smart accessories on offer: Sporty alloy wheels, hi-fi systems and multi-functional storage solutions, to name but a few. Just pick out the ones you need. Whatever your future plans, your smart will be right there with you.
01. Wind deflector: Largely eliminates wind turbulence and keeps every hair in place.

02. Mirror for driver's sun visor: Mirror, mirror on the wall… Ideal for that last-minute check.

03. Drawer under driver's seat: For extra stowage space.

04. Drinks holder: Keeps cups, cans and bottles upright during those long dry spells.

05. CD holder: Simply fix it to the vertical console, holds 4 of your favourite CDs.

06. Cassette holder: Fitting accommodation for your favourite stars, with hub-locking device to prevent tape tangle.
There’s lots to discover. Inside and out.

smart fortwo weather floor mats:
Made from rubber to take the rough with the smooth. Dirt and water-resistant and very hard-wearing.

11. Velour floor mats:
Here’s a treat for your feet. With contrasting loop pattern and smart logo. Extremely hard-wearing thanks to the non-slip base.

Not shown: Standard floor mats:
Dirt- and water–resistant, non-slip, and a perfect fit on both sides of the car. Velcro fastener, and voilà.

06. Boot tray:
Protects the luggage compartment from wetness and dirt. The non-slip surface is a practical feature.

07. Protective divider:
The net separates the luggage compartment from the passenger compartment. Protects passengers from falling luggage without impeding the rear view.

08. Luggage storage net:
Additional storage space fixed behind the seats. May also be used as a shopping bag.

09. Luggage compartment cover:
For protection against prying eyes and the sun’s rays. Simple to fix and equally simple to remove when you want to transport bulky items.

10. All-
01. Seat organiser bag:
The organisational whiz that’s at home both in the office and on the back seat. The bag is sturdy, flexible and reliable, and can be fixed to the seat.

02. Bag for passenger footwell:
Simply fix it in place with the Velcro fastener and fill it with up to 8 CDs or other bits and pieces.

03. Sun screen for glass roof:
The adjustable sun screen that keeps you cool when things hot up.

04. Multi-functional box:
Keeps hot things hot and cold things cool. And things put on top of it won’t slide around – thanks to the profiled lid.

05. Luggage fastener:
Simply adjust to suit the shape of the luggage, fix in place with the
transported easily and securely. **Cape car cover:** A protective cover for any smart that doesn’t have its own garage. Water-repellent, breathable.

**Bodypanel freshen-up:** So your smart doesn’t match your outfit? Simply ask your smart centre to exchange your bodypanel set for one of a different colour.

**Rear window grip:** For easier opening and closing of the rear window. Simple to fit.

**Two-sound fanfare horn:** Attracts the necessary attention in every situation. No doubt about that.

---

**“triline” 16” alloy-wheel:** All-round good looks, with a design featuring three double spokes. Suitable for tyres of dimensions (front) 175/50 R 16, (rear) 205/45 R 16 (16 inch).

**Wheel trims:** You aren’t exactly reinventing the wheel, but you are making it much more attractive. For example, when you change from aluminium rims with summer tyres to steel rims with winter tyres.

**Snow chains:** Specially developed for the smart. Simple and quick to fit without getting down on your hands and knees, sport in use, and can be conveniently stowed away in a waterproof transport bag when not in use.

**Ski rack:** The piste beckons! The ski rack is easy to fit to the basic rack, is rust-proof, and protected against theft with special multipoint head cap screws. Holds two pairs of skis.

**Bicycle rack:** Up to two bicycles can be transported easily and securely. **Cape car cover:** A protective cover for any smart that doesn’t have its own garage. Water-repellent, breathable.

**Bodypanel freshen-up:** So your smart doesn’t match your outfit? Simply ask your smart centre to exchange your bodypanel set for one of a different colour.

**Rear window grip:** For easier opening and closing of the rear window. Simple to fit.

**Two-sound fanfare horn:** Attracts the necessary attention in every situation. No doubt about that.
smart CD changer:
Neatly tucked away under the passenger seat. Can be operated via the radio, and features random track selection and scan search.

smart radio one:
A powerful 2 x 21 watt, protected against theft by means of a numeric code, with an optional terminal for a hands-free system.

smart radio three:
2 x 21 watt, full logic cassette player with auto-reverse and Dolby B, protected against theft by means of a numeric code, headgearphone, a hands-free and the optional terminal for a hands-free system.

smart sound system:
You won't believe your ears:
Even better sound with 2 extra 20-watt tweeters.

Stationary heater:
Send your ice scraper to Siberia. Before you get into your car, the stationary heater warms up the interior and engine via remote control or timer.

iPod car kit:
With thousands of songs in its repertoire. Simply connect via plug&play. The volume and sound can be controlled conveniently via the smart audio system.
1. Child airseat: For children weighing between 9 and 36 kg. Variable air cushions ensure good support and enhanced seating and back comfort. Height-adjustable headrests, easy to fit thanks to the integrated 3-point belt. Removable backrest and extra-large lateral supports.


3. Seat booster with backrest: For children weighing between 15 and 36 kg. With removable backrest and extra-large lateral supports. Designed to look like decorative nuts. A protective screw on each alloy or steel wheel means that thieves go home empty-handed.

4. Breakdown kit: It’s best to be safe. Comprises a special emulsion supplied with a handy-sized compressor. Simply feed the emulsion into the punctured tyre, pump it up with the compressor, and check it again after driving a short distance.

5. Anti-theft protection for wheels: Designed to look like decorative nuts. A protective screw on each alloy or steel wheel means that thieves go home empty-handed.

6. Emergency kit: Emergency jacket, first aid kit and fire extinguisher with mounting: Three trusty helpers in your hour of need. Not shown: Seat brackets and Basisfix fastener: Fit together perfectly, and are ideal for quick and secure fitting of the baby seat.
01. CD holder: Keeping your stars safe and sound. For 4 CDs in one CD holder, or 8 CDs in two CD holders, if the comfort package is not installed.

02. Floor mats: Here’s a treat for your feet. All-weather floor mats: Made from rubber, non-slip and very hard-wearing. Standard floor mats: Black and extremely tough. Velour floor mats: Black for the smart roadster and grey for the smart roadster-coupé, and sporting the smart logo. Supplied in pairs, as are all the floor mats.

03. CD holder with drinks holder: Holds a can, bottle or cup securely, and has room for 3 CDs.

04. Luggage fastener: What could be easier? Adjust to suit the shape of the luggage, fix it in place with the Velcro fastener, and voilà.

05. Luggage storage net: Perfect for all those bits and pieces. Simple and convenient to fit thanks to the variable Velcro fastener – best installed behind the passenger seat.
The road beckons. Are you ready for it?

smart roadster

01. Rear bag:
A handy holder for all your odds and ends. A storage facility consisting of a centrally positioned box with a hinged lid, and two side compartments for additional stowage space. Easy to fit.

02. Travel case trolley:
Staying on top: Easy to attach to the rear luggage rack of the smart roadster, but extremely difficult for thieves to remove, since it is secured to the rear of the vehicle with spiral wire and an all-weather lock; includes two belts. Has a handle on the outside and numerous compartments on the inside. Shapely, rigid and water-resistant.

03. Luggage compartment cover:
For the smart roadster-coupé. Provides protection against the sun and prying eyes. Easy to fit.

04. Rear luggage rack:
The original. A place in the sun for luggage weighing up to 23 kg. It is rust-proof, measures 900 mm x 420 mm, and is affixed to the tailgate at 4 individual points. Comes with its own stop lamp.

05. 2-piece matt hardtop:
You can't get much more stylish or convenient than this. Hardtop can

06. Hardtop bag:
Stores the hardtop roof halves, ensuring that they remain clean and safe – and also fits inside the vehicle (if no soft top mechanism is fitted). Foam-padded with a practical U-shaped zipper, three handles and a shoulder strap for ease of carrying.

07. Cape car cover:
A protective cover for all smart roadsters and smart roadster-coupés that don't have their own garage. Water-repellent, breathable. Also suitable for other smart models.

smart roadster coupé
smart roadster

Position & Telecontrol

1. Sports leather sporit steering wheel with steering wheel paddles. Take the sporty route. The two shift paddles behind the steering wheel allow you to shift up and down gears just like in Formula 1 racing cars. And you can revert to shifting in soft tip mode on the centre tunnel at any time. 2. Traditional instruments keep up with your engine with gauges for engine temperature and charge pressure. Both are free standing and can be rotated for good visibility in any direction.

1. scan search function. 2. Universal hands-free system: Allows you to make telephone calls at the wheel without risking having an accident or of falling foul of the law. Your audio system will be interrupted when you receive a call and reactivated automatically at the end of your conversation.

3. Bluetooth adapter: For wireless freedom. An end to tiresome plugging and unplugging of your mobile phone or forgetting it in the cradle. Simple operation, suitable for all bluetooth-compatible mobile phones.

4. Parking aid: Let you know when you’re a little too close for comfort. Just clip the two sensors onto the number plates.

5. Smart radio navigator: At last the route is all mapped out. Just insert the navigation CD, enter your destination together with the address, and follow the instructions shown on the display and the voice that tells you how to get there. Includes RDS tuner, CD player and Europewide GPS routing.

6. Smart radio five: FM radio with RDS and a CD player. High power output. Acoustics and design are perfectly tailored to your vehicle. Optional terminals for the sound system, CD changer and preparation for hands-free telephone equipment. The optional 6-disc CD changer can also be operated when a CD is inserted.

7. Smart radio one: 3-spoke leather sports steering wheel with steering wheel paddles. Take the sporty route. The two shift paddles behind the steering wheel allow you to shift up and down gears just like in Formula 1 racing cars. And you can revert to shifting in soft tip mode on the centre tunnel at any time. 2. Traditional instruments keep up with your engine with gauges for engine temperature and charge pressure. Both are free standing and can be rotated for good visibility in any direction.

8. Smart CD changer: With anti-shock memory. Installed in space-saving mode behind the driver’s seat. Can be operated via the radios. 1) Not compatible with the smart radio navigator.

9. iPod car kit: Next generation music for next generation cars. Simply connect the iPod car kit via plug&play. The volume and sound can be conveniently controlled via the smart audio system.

10. smart sound system: A real virtuoso performer. Even better sound with 2 extra 20-watt tweeters and full-sounding bass speakers.

11. Two-sound fanfare horn: Attracts the necessary attention in every situation. No doubt about that.

12. Two-sound fanfare horn: Attracts the necessary attention in every situation. No doubt about that.
Driving dynamics / safety

Three of your wheel nuts…and shine! For example, when you change from alloy rims in the summer to steel rims in the winter.

07. First aid:
Emergency jacket, first aid kit and fire extinguisher with mounting: Three trusty helpers in your hour of need.

08. Child air seat:
For children weighing between 9 and 36 kg. Variable air cushions for optimal support and enhanced seating and back comfort. Height-adjustable headrests, easy to fit thanks to the integrated 3-point belt. Cotton cover is removable and washable at up to 30 degrees.

09. Baby seat1):
Protects babies and toddlers weighing up to 13 kg. With belt, handle, removable fabric cover, and a sturdy tubular frame with preparation for quick-action mounting. Available in a variety of patterns.

1) Also required: Seat brackets and Basisfix fastener.

6-spoke 17" "runline" alloy wheels: A lightweight wheel with a big impact. For tyre sizes: Front 205/40 R 17, rear 225/35 R 17 (17 inch).

"spikeline" alloy wheels: At least as dynamic as they look. Suitable for tyre sizes (front + rear) 205/45 R 16 (16 inch).

"trackline" alloy wheels: Sporting twelve spokes and wide 15 inch tyres in size (front + rear) 205/50 R 15, these wheels are a real head-turner.

"spikeline titanium" alloy wheels: Heavy metal for the road. Suitable for tyre sizes (front + rear) 205/45 R 16 (16 inch).

"spinline" alloy wheels: The smooth mover that maximises the amount of fresh air reaching the brake discs. Hot in summer – and cool with winter tyres. Suitable for tyre sizes (front + rear) 185/55 R 15 (15 inch).

Set of hub caps: Push these onto in a variety of patterns.

Snow chains:
Can be fitted quickly and simply without getting down on your hands and knees. Quiet in use and can be conveniently stowed away in a waterproof transport bag.

Anti-theft protection for wheels: Designed to look like decorative nuts. One protective screw on each alloy or steel wheel.

Seat booster with backrest:
For children weighing between 15 and 36 kg. With removable backrest and extra-large lateral support.

Seat brackets and Basisfix fastener:
Fit together perfectly, and are ideal for quick and secure fitting of the baby seat.
smart forfour
Interior

01. Leather gear knob: smart design you can feel. Important: Keep your hands on the wheel!

02. Bottle holder: A perfect fit for bottles of all shapes and sizes.

03. Dashboard instruments: Keep up to date on the time and engine temperature with these tastefully designed instruments. Styling and colour harmonise with the central instrument cluster. Both are freestanding and can be rotated for good visibility from any direction.

04. Luggage compartment cover: Protects your possessions from prying eyes. Simple to fit and remove with easy handling. Black.

05. CD holder: Music to your ears. For up to six CDs. Removable via plug & play.

06. Luggage net for passenger footwell: Put an end to unidentified flying objects in the car!

07. Multifunctional box: Keeps cold things cool and hot things hot. And thanks to its profiled lid, objects placed on it won’t move around – including crates of bottles.

08. Luggage fastener: Simply adjust to suit the shape of the luggage, fix in place with the Velcro fastener, and voilà.


10. Cockpit bag: One for all. The cockpit bag is divided into several compartments, can be opened with one hand and – thanks to its shoulder strap – can even be taken home with you afterwards.
Perfect teammates. Mix them and match them as your mood dictates.
01. Basic rack and snowboard/ski rack: Head for the hills! Up to 4 skis or snowboards can be secured in no time at all.

02. Basic rack and bicycle rack: For the easy and convenient transportation of up to two bicycles. The racks are lockable.

03. Basic rack and roof box: For urban nomads. Approx. 300 litres of stowage space, loadable from both sides – can hold up to 35 kg.

04. Trailer hitch: Simply hook it on for easy towing. 750 kg load capacity with 50 kg drawbar load, detachable.

05. Stationary heater: Send your ice scraper to Siberia. Before you get into your car, the stationary heater warms up the interior and engine via remote control.

Not shown: Timer for the stationary heater: For summer warmth when and where you need it. Makes sure your windows are free from ice and the interior of your vehicle is snug and warm. Simply set the start time, and wave even the hardest of frosts goodbye.

Not shown: Remote control for the stationary heater: One press of a button and the winter’s game is up. A cosy, warm interior, pleasantly heated seats, and ice-free windows. Soak up the sun even when the temperature outside is below zero.

06. Parking aid: Lets you know when you’re a little too close for comfort. Just clip the smart forfour Exterior / functions & telematics

07. Mobile telephone mounting for factory-fitted provision for telephone installation (UHI): A comfortable, secure home for your mobile phone on the telephone console.

08. Mobile telephone mounting for universal hands-free system (UHFS): Allows you to conduct your conversations over the audio system. Several mountings available for mobile telephones.

Not shown: Universal hands-free system: UHFS with universal adapter for a variety of telephone holders. Mutes your radio for the duration of your call.

09. Bluetooth adapter (UHFS): For wireless freedom. An end to tiresome plugging and unplugging of your mobile phone or forgetting it in the cradle. Simple operation, suitable for all bluetooth-compatible mobile phones and UHFS for the phone control. smart radio five: With CD player and RDS for the perfect sound.

10. smart radio six: Music to your ears. Radio with CD player and 4 x 25 Watt power output. RDS, speed-sensitive volume control with preparation for a hands-free system.
1. "grandline" alloy wheels: The design, featuring 4 double spokes, is sure to thrill. For tyre sizes (front + rear) 205/40 R 17 (17 inch).

2. "cruiseline" alloy wheels: These aluminium wheels, with an 8-spoke design, are essential equipment for all beach road cruisers. For tyre sizes (front + rear) 195/50 R 15 (15 inch).


4. 14" snow chains: Specially developed for the smart. Simple and quick to fit without getting your hands and knees dirty. They make little noise, and when they are not in use they can be conveniently stowed away in a waterproof transport bag (14 inch).

5. Vehicle tool kit: Helps get you back on the road quickly in the event of a puncture. Consists of a jack and nut wrench.

6. First aid: Emergency jacket, first aid kit and fire extinguisher with mounting: three trusty helpers in your hour of need.

7. Anti-theft protection for wheels: Designed to look like decorative nuts. A protective screw on each alloy or steel wheel means that thieves go home empty-handed.

8. Anti-theft alarm system: Bad news for thieves. A motion detector keeps an eye on the interior, door sensors monitor the side windows and doors, and a tilt sensor sounds the alarm when someone attempts to tow the car away.

9. Child seat: For children weighing 9 to 18 kg. With additional head cushioning and shoulder cushioning, which can be adjusted in seven different ways. Can be fitted quickly using ISOFIX (optional item) or by means of the 3-point belt. Available in two colour options.

10. Seat booster with backrest: For children weighing between 15 and 36 kg. With removable backrest and extra-large lateral support. Available in a choice of three colours.

11. Baby seat: Nothing but the best for your little ones. The baby seat is suitable for infants weighing up to 13 kg and can be attached quickly and securely by means of the 3-point belt. Available in a choice of three colours.
smartcare
Care series

01. Interior care: As good from inside as the outside. With leather care, special cockpit care, microfibre cloth and glass cleanser for non-streak vision. And a stain remover that lives up to its name.

02. External care: To keep you both beaming radiantly: Rim care, insect remover, shampoo concentrate, polish, hard wax and ice scraper. Soft top hood cleaner, impregnating spray and rear window polish – lavish a little tender loving care on your smart cabrio.

03. Care boxes: A wellness set for your smart. Basic care set with hard wax, shampoo, stain remover, cockpit care, two cloths and a sponge. As well as the basic care set, a cabrio soft top hood care set is also available.

04. Paint sticks: With the 2-layer paint stick set, you can touch up small scratches yourself – either on your smart tridion or the body panels. And the clear paint sticks provide instant aid for minor blemishes.

05. Fluids: Twenty-twenty vision. Window cleaner concentrate for summer and winter. With the heavy duty engine oil, the engine will run as smooth as silk.
Set of "spinline" 15" alloy wheels

Set of "spikeline titanium" 16" alloy wheels

front + rear 205/50 R 15

front + rear 205/45 R 16

Driving dynamics

iPod car kit

smart radio one

Navigation CD Europe

smart radio navigator

Siemens C/ME/S45

Motorola V60

Nokia 5110, 6110, 6150, 6210, 6310, 7110

universal hands-free system

Fitting kit smart roadster/smart roadster-coupé

Basic kit

Fitting kit LHD

smart Accessories

3) Exclusion: iPod car kit; inclusion: in conjunction with UHFS basic kit + Grundig wiring harness/navi wiring harness + installation set 450 + telephone console.
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8) Alloy wheels without tyres.

6) Prerequisite: Factory-fitted provision for radio installation; exclusions:

Cockpit bag

Luggage net in passenger footwell

CD holder

blue

Dashboard instruments

Bottle holder

Backrest for child seat booster

Child seat booster

Anti-theft protection for wheels

small black and grey check with bird on skateboard

Emergency jacket

Snow chains (for wheels with dimensions 185/55 R 15)
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Radio remote control for stationary heater

Timer for stationary heater

Trailer hitch 750 kg

Roof box

Bicycle rack

twinface armrest

Sun screens for rear side windows (set)

Velour floor mats LHD

Standard floor mats LHD

leather

for headrests of the rear seats

snapfix, basic module, rear,
modular fastening system

for headrests of the front seats

snapfix, basic module, front,
modular fastening system

17) Exclusions: CD changer, UHI and UHFS basic kit.

15) Prerequisite: snapfix at front or rear.

14) Exclusion: Bottle holder.

22) Prerequisite: Factory-fitted provision for radio installation.

21) Alloy wheels without tyres.

20) Alloy wheels without tyres.

26) Prerequisite: In conjunction with UHFS + C30 + C10.

24) Exclusions: smart radio five, smart radio navigator, smart multimedia navigator.

Care boxes

Polish, 250 ml

Hard wax, 250 ml

Rim care, 500 ml

External care

Microfibre cloth

Stain remover, 250 ml

Leather care, 250 ml

smartcare

beige and grey

Baby seat (group 0+, up to 13 kg)

Seat booster with backrest (group 2+3, up to 36 kg)

black check

Child seat (group 1, 9-18 kg)

First aid

Engine oil 10W-40, 1000 ml

Summer screenwash concentrate, 250 ml

melon green (smart forfour)

flame red (smart forfour)

deep green (smart forfour)

phat red forfour (smart forfour)

tridion black forfour (smart forfour)

speed silver (smart roadster)

champagne remix (smart roadster)

jack black (smart fortwo, smart roadster and smart forfour)

bay grey (smart fortwo and smart forfour)

silver (smart fortwo)

tridion silver (smart fortwo and smart roadster)

cabrio soft top care box
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Product number